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New Paradigms via a Renewed Set of Prefixes?
Dependence of international policy-making on an array of operational terms

-- / --

Introduction
The purpose of the exercise described here is to determine whether the language of policy-making in English is highly dependent on a
relatively limited set of conceptual operators and to order these so as to enable questions to be raised concerning the possibility -- and
even the necessity -- of identifying other kinds of operator that might be vital to emergence of new paradigms. An additional concern is
the possibility that the failure of management worldwide to engage in more than reactive responses to the world problematique -- first
identified by the Club of Rome in the 1970s -- may be partly due to the inadequacies of this framework.

The following two tables (Tables 1 and 2) constitute a single table that has been split for viewing and printing convenience. It is the result
of an experiment in identifying a particular group of prefixes that is associated with terminology characteristic of strategy development
and policy-making, notably at the international level.

This paper fllows from early work (Judge, 1971) for Committee on Conceptual and Terminological Analysis (COCTA), originally
established within the framework of the International Political Science Association by Fred Riggs [more].

Curiously there has been a spate of interest in prefixes in relation to the development of the English language in response to the technical
and behavioural opportunities of cyberspace and the dot.com revolution [more]. This raises question of how conceptual frameworks are
engendered to sustain burgeoning mindsets.

Preliminary results
The prefixes encountered with greatest frequency appear as the column heads of Table 1, those of lower frequency as columns heads of
Table 2. The operational root terms with which the prefixes may be variously associated are given in the rows. The row labels on the left
are common to both tables, and a number is added for convenience in referring between the tables. The labels in italics are part of
tentative effort to label both columns and rows with a view to grouping them. It is such groups that result in the ordering of the rows.

The original intention was to postion the prefixes in order of greatest frequency in Table 1 (and then in Table 2) and to position the rows
of greater frequency in descending order in Table 1 (and then Table 2). This has not been done here. Instead the rows are sorted
alphabetically by group (the italicized label).

Table 1: Selected prefixes (including "con") and their usage in relation to word-roots
(reproduced from New Paradigms via a Renewed Set of Prefixes, 2003)

. Word-roots Cluster Prefixes

.  . Co- Re- De- Dis- / Di- Pro- /Pre- In- / Im- Ex- / E- A- / Ab-

. . . Com- / Con- Retro- . . . Into- Extro- .

. . . Together /
With Repetition Down

From / Away
Separation

Apart
Before

For / Forward
Into

On / Upon
Out of

Beyond Away from

. . . . . . . . . . .

1-sent(ment)Attitude Consent Resent . Dissent Present(ation) / 
Present(i)ment . . Assent

2-script Attribute Conscript Rescript Description . Prescription /
Proscription Inscription . Ascription

3-sign Attribute Consign Resign Design . .Presign Insignia? . Assign
4-voke Attribute Convoke Revoke . . Provoke Invoke Evoke Avocation
5-act(ive) Change Coaction Reactive Deactivate Disactive? Proactive Inactive Exact .

6-duce Change Conducive Reduce Deduce . Produce Induce Educe Adduce /
Abduction

7-gress(ion) Change Congress Regress Degress Digress Progress Ingress Egress Aggress
8-miss(ion) Change Commission Remission Demission Dismiss Promise? Intromission Emission .

9-spire Change Conspire Respire / 
Despite? . . . Inspire Expire Aspire

10-sume Change Consume Resume . . Presume . Exhume? Assume
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11-cede Cut Concede Recede . . Procedure /
Precede

. Exceed? Accede

12-cession Cut Concession Recession . . Procession /
Precession . . Accession

13-cision Cut Concision Rescind? Decision . Precision Incision Excision Abcision
14-tract Engage Contract Retract Detract Distract Protract Intractable Extract Attract
15-press(ion) Hold Compress Repress Depress . Prepress Impress Express .
16-serve Hold Conserve Reserve Deserve Disserve . . . .
17-tain Hold Contain Retain Detain Disdain? . . . Attain
18-ject(ion) Initiate Conjecture Reject Deject(ed) . Project Inject Eject Abject
19-vent(ion) Initiate Convention Re(in)vent . . Prevent Invent Event .
20-cord Match Concord Record . Discord . . . Accord

21-fer(ence) Match Confer(ence)Refer(ence) Defer(ence) Differ Proffer /
Prefer(ence) Infer(ence) . .

22-verse Mirror
Converse /
Covert / 
Conversion

Reverse . Diverse Proverse Inverse /
Introvert Extrovert .

23-volution Mirror Convolution Revolution Devolution . . Involution Evolution .
24-motion Move Commotion Remote Demote . Promotion . Emote .
25-port Move Comport Report Deport Disport Proportion Import Export .
26-position Position Composition Reposition Deposition Disposition Proposition Imposition Exposition .
27-sist(ance) Position Consist Resist Desist . . Insist Exist? Assist
28-join Relate Conjoin Rejoin . Disjoin . . . .
29-late Relate Collate Relate . Dilate Prolate/Prelate . . .
30-pend Relate Co(de)pend . Depend . Propend/Prepend Impending Expend Append
31-tend Relate Contend . . Distend Pretend/Protend Intend Extend Attend
32-tent(ion) Relate Contention Retention Detention Distention Pretention Intention Extention Attention
33-fect Shape Confection Refect(ory) Defect . Prefect Infection Effect Affect
34-fine Shape Confine Refine Define . . . . Affine
35-flate Shape Conflate Reflate? Deflate Dis(af)fection. Inflate . .

36-
form(ation) Shape Conform Reform(ation)Deform(ation)Disformity? Preform / Proforma?Inform(ation). .

37-struct Shape Construct Restructure Destruct . . Instruct . .
38-prove Verify . Reprove . Disprove . Improve . Approve
39-sure Verify . Re(assure) . . Pressure Insure . Assure
40-test Verify Contest Retest Detest . Protest/Pretest Intestate? . Attest
41-validate Verify Covalididate Revalidate Devalidate . . Invalidate . .
42-ception View Concept Reception Deception . Precept Inception Exception .
43-spect View . Respect . . Prospect Inspect Expect ? Aspect

44-vise /
vision View . Revision Devise Division Provision/Prevision. . .

 
Table 2: Prefixes encountered with lower frequency

. Table 2 . Ad- Trans- Inter- En- Ob- Sub- Super- Per-

. . . Ac- / At- . . . Oc- / Of- / Op- . Supra- .

. . . To Across
Over Between Activation Pathway Beneath

Under
Over

Upper Through

. . . . . . . . . . .
1-sent(ment) Attitude . . . . . . . .
2-script(ion) Attribute . Transcript . . . Subscription Superscript .
3-sign(ation) Attribute . . . Ensign . . . .
4-voke AttributeAdvocate . . . . . . .
5-act(ive) Change . Transact Interactive Enactive . Subactive Superactive .
6-duce Change Adduce Transduce . Enduce? . . . .
7-gress(ion) Change . Transgress . . . . . .
8-miss(ion) Change AdmissionTransmission Intermission. Omission? Submission . Permission
9-spire Change . Transpire . . . . . Perspire

10-sume Change . . . . . Subsume . .
11-cede Cut . . Intercede . . . . .
12-cession Cut . . Intercession. Obsession? . . .
13-cision Cut . . . . . . . .
14-tract(ion) Engage . . . . . Subtract . .
15-press(ion) Hold . . . . Oppress? Suppress? . .
16-serve Hold . . . . Observe Subserve . .
17-tain Hold . . . . Obtain . . Pertain
18-ject(ion) Initiate . . Interject . Object Subject . .
19-vent(ion) Initiate Advent . Intervention. . Subvention . .
20-cord Match . . . . . . . .
21-fer(ence) Match . Transfer(ence)Interference . . . . .
22-verse Mirror Adverse Transverse . . Obverse Subversive . Perverse
23-volution Mirror . . . . . . . .
24-motion Move . . . . . . . .
25-port(ation) Move . Transport . . . . . .
26-position Position . Transposition Interpose . . . Superposition .



27-sist(ance) Position . . . . . Subsist . Persist
28-join Relate Adjoin . . Enjoin . . . .
29-late Relate . Translate . . Oblate . . .
30-pend Relate . . . . . . . Perpend
31-tend Relate . . . . Obtend Subtend . .
32-tent(ion) Relate . . . . Obtention . . .
33-fect(ion) Shape . . . . . . . Perfect
34-fine Shape . . . . . . . .
35-flate Shape . . . . . . . .
36-form(ation) Shape . Transform . . . . . Perform
37-struct Shape . . . . Obstruct Substructure Superstructure .
38-prove Verify . . . . . . . .
39-sure Verify . . . Ensure . . . .
40-test Verify . . . . . . . .
41-validate Verify . . . . . . . .
42-ception View . Transept? Interception . . . . Perception
43-spect View . . . . . . . .
44-vise / visionView Advise . . Envision . . Supervision .

Procedure
The procedure was to identify some extensive lists of prefixes in English on the web [more; more; more; more; more] . These were
culled to remove the many that did not appear to relate to organizational action in any significant way. The challenge was to identify root
terms that could then be appended to more than a few prefixes -- arbitrarily limited to 5. This was essentially done by brainstorming
(with the kind assistance of Nadia McLaren) and testing for the existence of rare variants in dictionaries and on the web.

There was some question of whether to allocate separate columns to some prefixes of related significance, notably: Dis- and Di-; Con-,
Com- and Co-; Ex-, E- and Extro-; as well as Pro- and Pre-. The decision was made to combine them for reading convenience. In the
case of rows, parentheses have been used to indicate the possibility of grammatical variants with which the prefix may be used, as with -
sent(ment). But some rows were kept separate, even though there is a case for combining them, as in the case of: -tent(ion) and -
tend. There was also some question as to whether items should be included if there were phonetic equivalents (perhaps arising from
evolution of spelling) that suggested that they constituted an appropriate fit -- even though spellings were different, as in the case of
Obsession. These have been marked with a query.

The process should not be considered exhaustive. Other interesting prefixes may be included and it is certainly the case that other roots
can be added. Of particular interest is that certain common prefixes were not associated with many hits against the range of roots -- and
were therefore excluded. These may be tentatively grouped as follows:

Structural: Multi-, Pluri-, Cross-, Holo-, Poly- although it proved appropriate to include Trans- and Inter-. (This group was the
subject of an earlier paper, Conceptual Gaps and Confused Distinctions: possible ambiguities in the translation of interrelated
concepts. 1974)
Opposition: Counter-, Contra-, Anti-, Ana-
Comparison: Hetero-, Homo-, Iso-, Mis-
Negative, including: Non-, Neg-, Ill-, In-, Un-, Dys-.. (also the subject of an earlier paper Conceptual Distortions from Negative
Descriptors: non-governmental vs. anti-governmental, 1974)
Framework: Meta-, Para-, Extra-, Ultra-, Circum-, Crypto-, Cyclo-, Dia-, Ecto-, Endo-, For-, Holo-, Intra-, Omni-, Pan-,
Post-, Peri-
Self-reference: Ego-, Auto-, Iso-, Syn-, Vice-, Auto
Postion: Acro-, Amphi-
Temporal: Ante-, Archa-, Post-
Quantity: Under-, Over-, Hyper-, Hypo-, Bi-, Bis-, Uni-, Mono-, Hemi-, Semi-, Macro-, Micro-, Meso-, Mega-, Mini-
Quality: Bene-, Bon-, Mal-, Dys-, Eu-, Caco-, Calli-, Cata- Equi-, Hetero-, Homo-, Neo-, Ortho-, Proto-, Pseudo-

Comment
The focus here on prefixes might be considered artificial and incidental to the organization implied by the prefixes (as labelled in the
columns by italicized prepositions). The prefixes are however used as devices for engendering modes of operation through their
"marriage" with the root actions (defined by the italicized labels of the rows). They might be understood as generative metaphors.
However it might also be argued that conveying meaning with the use of a prefixed term, rather than by using a preposition with an
appropriate term, is a grammatical device of little semantic relevance

Why is so much weight and attention given to "propositions" -- and so little to "prepositions" -- so much to operational "fixes" and so little
to "prefixes"?

Matters relevant to these points have been explored by Edward de Bono, leading to his proposal for a new word "po" (PO: beyond YES
and NO. 1972). This is not a descriptor -- except to describe a conceptual de-patterning device itself (whether as noun, adjective or
adverb) -- but a means of legitimately placing a creative question mark against the categories and category-systems which have to be
used in the grammatically correct sentences required for effective communication. The word is not a neologism in the conventional sense
since all neologisms tend to be descriptors. His proposed word would have a status similar to the logical operators AND, NOT, OR, etc
which are each the basis for an important conceptual operation between categories. (see Categorical Straightjackets: PO -- A suggestion
for a de-patterning device for international organization descriptions. 1974)
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It might be asked why some prefix operators are associated with many more root operational terms than others. This is notably the case
with Re-, Con- and Pro-. Does this imply some sort of "unhealthy" imbalance -- the over-development of particular conceptual muscles
in the intellectual gymnasium of life? Is there an excessive commitment to a particular part of the geometry of the array? Indeed, why is
so much effort put into Pro- and Re- without any real capacity to renew our world sustainably?

The questions to which this array gives rise include:

how dependent is policy-making discourse on this array
do the "dimensions" of the array constitute an integrated coherent set
do these "dimensions" suggest absent rows or columns that might allow other kinds of policy to be explored
is the conventional understanding of what is held by the framework as meaningful as it might be?
why is what missing?

Clustering
There should be interesting possibilities for further column and row organization

Columns: The italicized column themes suggest the possibility that the array might be ordered in the form of a kind of periodic
tables, analogous to that for the chemical elements. This sort of approach has been explored in relation to the themes of
international organization in an earlier paper (see Functional Classification in an Integrative Matrix of Human Preoccupations,
1982), and since implemented to provide a matrix of subject areas [matrix]. This work notably built on insights of Eric Jantsch
(1980).

The italicized column headings are indicative of a "geometry" that is articulated in metaphorical terms in the body of the array.
Such an interpretation is in the spirit of the explorations of Mark Johnson and George Lakoff (Metaphors We Live By, 1980). This
has been further explored in relation to new ways of thinking about governance (see Metaphor as a Language for Global
Governance, 1993; [more]).

Rows: The italicized row labels are reminiscent of the fundamental themes tentatively explored by Rene Thom (Structural Stability
and Morphogenesis; an outline of a general theory of models. 1975 ), namely a set of 16 archetypal interaction morphologies,
namely:

4 "simple" labelled as: being, beginning, ending, enchanging
12 "complex" labelled as: capturing, sending, crossing, "almost", fastening, giving, rejecting, failing, taking, stirring,
emitting, and cutting (p. 307) [summary]

For Thom: "In fact every linguistically described process contains privileged domains of space-time bounded by catastrophe
hypersurfaces; these domains are the actants of the process, the beings or objects whose interactions are described by the
text....At each moment...we contract each actant to a point, and when two actants interact this implies that their domains come
into contact in a region of catastrophe points which we also contract to a point of intersection of the lines of the two contiguous
actants. In this way we associate a graph with every spatiotemporal process. I then propose that the...interaction
subgraph...belongs to one of...sixteen archetypal morphologies...,(made up of a "simple" linear group of 4 and a more "complex"
group of 12)." (p. 311 and 307)

And: "The parabolic umbilic may be represented on a plane surface by a cyclic sequence of sixteen sections, of which several
depict conditions characterized by other elementary catastrophes. The cycle includes eight "principal changes of topological type"
[p. 85-6)

Related approaches to such ordering have been explored in the light of Arthur Young's The Geometry of Meaning (see table in Varieties
of experience of past-present-future complexes, 2001). Consideration might also be given to the eight-fold organization of the "houses" of
the I Ching [more].

With regard to what might be missing as terms in any representation along the lines of a periodic table, one interesting approach might be
that of Henry Burger's Wordtree -- a reverse dictionary arranged in micro-processes from simple to complex.

Space and Time
The column headings of the tables offer a range of operations in relation to orientation in space-time. These are most obvious in the case
of physical space: from, to, away, etc. It is their analogues in what might be termed communication or knowledge space that are
potentially more interesting in relation to policy-making issues.

It would be useful to confront this set of operations with a more systemic set in relation to navigation with a coordinate system in space-
time. Curiously this offers a justification for the preoccupation with the symbolism of compass directions North, South, etc) in many
traditions -- notably that of Taoism. It is through the symbolism that the relevance to navigation in knowledge and communication space
become more evident.

Language issues
The focus here is on English as the primary language for strategic and commercial discourse in the international community, especially in
the United Nations. It is this language which dominates and which is likely to dominate to a greater degree under the emerging strategy
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for American hegemony -- however it is implemented in practice. Interesting however is the fact that English inherits many of the
prefixes of Latin as the language of the Roman Empire. In addition, many of the countries that have engaged in imperial initiatives of past
centuries have tended to use languages based on Latin (eg French, Spanish, Portugese, Italian, English).

English has become the primary language of official discourse in the European Community. The other Germanic languages have had to
develop an accomodation to it. The challenge with the enlargement of the community will be how the Slavic languages engage with this
framework.

Especially challenging for the global strategy of the future will be the relation of English to the Arab-speaking countries, but also to the
languages of Africa. Whilst in many such cases there is indeed accomodation and English may be used as a lingua franca, the question
for concern is the extent to which this facility disguises dimensions of logical incompatibility that only emerge in practice during the
course of implementation of programs. Such programs may appear coherent and logical in English, but this coherence may be lost within
the mindsets dependent on other frameworks that have their own form of coherence (cf Andreas Fuglesang). For Henry Bourgoin,
western managerial models slide of the Afican mindset "like drops of water on a manioc leaf" ( L'Afrique Malade du Management,
1984). It is Magoroh Maruyama (see below) who has most effectively drawn attention to this challenge. But its consequences are clearly
evident in the many studies of mergers of multinational corporations using personnel of differently cultures and language groups.

Of great interest is the possibility that some cultures have operators of greater power or ingenuity than those associated with the prefixes
above (cf Encyclopedia of Conceptual Insights from the World's Cultures, 1988). One way to use the array above would be to explore
the extent to which analogous semantic content of other languages mapped into it -- in order to highlight dimensions not held by the array
as it stands. Whether the grammatical structure uses prefixes or prepositions, or other devices, to what extent do other languages have
content for each cell in the array here -- or require other operational columns or rows? Such questions may prove to be a valuable
contribution to integration of policies across regions such as the extended European Community. Minimally they suggest a way of
identifying key operational concepts and their equivalents between langages.

It may prove to be the case that the array is well suited to the way in which "regime change" is envisaged, planned and undertaken -- but
is a language that may be only poorly suited to engendering meaningful sustainable development.

Epistemological framework
The array has built into it assumptions about the organization of space and tme. These may constrain the kinds of viable organization that
can emerge -- and the patterns of relationships with and between them. This is the corollary to the insight of Gregory Bateson (Mind and
Nature: a necessary unity, 1979) that it is "the pattern that connects" -- and all quality is jeopardized by its destruction. In this case it may
be necessary to ensure the emergence of a pattern to connect in order to provide a template for the qualities appropriate to sustainable
dvelopment.

As a framework, the array above is a mechanism par excellence to engender "grids". Examples include:

urban planning (street layout, traffic patterns, etc)
organizations (structure, operational planning charts)
personal organization (diaries, "organizers")
schedules (timetales, etc)
concept organization in many "models" -- includuing the above array!

The question is to what extent the array may effectively be understod as a system of conceptual "monkey bars" which define and bound
a particular evironment but preclude other dimensions from being explored or considered meaningful. These may be dimensions that are
meaniungful in other languages or perhaps to the arts and notably to poetry (see Poetry-making and Policy-making: Arranging a
Marriage between Beauty and the Beast. 1993)

In a series of articles, Magoroh Maruyama has studied patterns of cognition, perception, conceptualization, design, planning and decision
processes (see (Mindscapes, social patterns and future development of scientific theory types, 1980). His central concern is the role of
epistemological types, especially as they affect cross-disciplinary, cross-professional, cross-paradigm and cross-cultural
communications. [summary]

Although he carefully emphasizes that there are many possible mindscapes or paradigms, Maruyama argues that "for practical purposes"
it is useful to distinguish four main types. He stresses that these are not meant to be either mutually exclusive nor exhaustive and warns
that any attempt at separating them into non-overlapping categories "is itself a victim of a paradigm which assumes that the universe
consists of non- overlapping categories". Over the years he has continued to struggle with the same attributes, grouping them first into
three types, extended to four, then to five and now seemingly stabilized at four again . The four types are:

H-mindscape (homogenistic, hierarchical, classificational): Parts are subordinated to the whole, with subcategories neatly grouped
into supercategories. The strongest, or the majority, dominate at the expense of the weak or of any minorities. Belief in existence
of the one truth applicable to all (e.g. whether values, policies, problems, priorities, etc.). Logic is deductive and axiomatic
demanding sequential reasoning. Cause-effect relations may be deterministic or probabilistic.
I-mindscape (heterogenistic, individualistic, random): Only individuals are real, even when aggregated into society. Emphasis on
self-sufficiency, independence and individual values. Design favours the random, the capricious and the unexpected. Scheduling
and planning are to be avoided. Non-random events are improbable. Each question has its own answer; there are no universal
principles.
S-mindscape (heterogenistic, interactive, homeostatic): Society consists of heterogeneous individuals who interact non-
hierarchically to mutual advantage. Mutual dependency. Differences are desirable and contribute to the harmony of the whole.
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Maintenance of the natural equilibrium. Values are interrelated and cannot be rank-ordered. Avoidance of repetition. Causal loops.
Categories not mutually exclusive. Objectivity is less useful than "cross-subjectivity" or multiple viewpoints. Meaning is context
dependent.
G-mindscape (heterogenistic, interactive, morphogenetic): Heterogeneous individuals interact non-hierarchically for mutual benefit,
generating new patterns and harmony. Nature is continually changing requiring allowance for change. Values interact to generate
new values and meanings. Values of deliberate (anticipatory) incompleteness. Causal loops. Multiple evolving meanings.

The array above is a reflection of thinking in the light of Maruyama's H-mindscape.

Peronal implicatons: "seizing the day"
It is through the above array that the day is seized and the challenge of Carpe Diem is taken up. Not only is it a framework through
which the world is observed and "read" (a grille de lecture) but it is effectively a conceptual (if not an existential) "exoskeleton" that
empowers and enhances capacities to interact with "reality". As such it is a basic determinant of operacy as explored by Edward de Bono
through two books: Six Thinking Hats (1987) and Six Action Shoes (1991). Operacy is the skill of action, of getting things done and
making things happen -- which he equates with literacy and numeracy. They build on a well-publicized series of his earlier books dealing
with creative approaches to problem-solving, notably in corporate policy-making environments. He argues that, to get a well-rounded
view, a committee needs to look at issues wearing a succession of colour-coded hats (or shoes), corresponding to different styles of
thought (or action).

This enhanced ability to navigate reality might be usefully discussed as a conceptual analogue to proprioception, itself currently of great
interest in the physical fitness industry:

"Understanding how movement affects efficiency can lead to understanding how the body communicates with itself. The strong
influence of yoga, martial-arts-based programs and other whole-body programs has swung the door open for more program
possibilities. With the new emphasis on creating a connection between mind, body, spirit and emotion, body awareness
represents the next frontier of movement education." [more]

Proprioception may be understood as an automatic sensitivity mechanism in the body that sends messages through the central nervous
system. Unconscious initially, human beings can "train" for proprioception in the quest for efficient everyday movements. Through
conscious appreciation and cognitive processing of the body's position in space, the central nervous system and sensory receptors can
be conditioned to be more responsive to length and tension in the muscles and tendons. [more]

The array may then be understood as a system of operations and operators for defining, processing and consuming reality -- and for
farming, mining and exploiting it. As such it can be "played". like an organ or any other complex musical instrument. This is the skill
deployed by experienced negotiators. Some of the implications of this have been explored in an earlier paper (Navigating Alternative
Conceptual Realities: clues to the dynamics of enacting new paradigms through movement, 2002)

For Arnold Keyserling (1999): "Wisdom is the ability to live in a chaotic world. It requires the "knowledge behind the knowledge," which
means an understanding of the hardware of the mind, its structure, as opposed to the software - the particular languages, sciences, and
religions which the mind creates." [more] The process might be described in terms of "grokking" (see Authentic Grokking: Emergence
of Homo conjugens, 2003) involving the enactivism explored by Francisco Varela and others (1991, 1987)

In practice the above array can be seen at work in relation to any theme by which the international community is "seized". Whether it be
water, women, rust, or refugees, the array operators gets applied: protest, propositons, consumption, etc. The pattern of their application
constitutes a system with whose component operations different groups may be associated.
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